Pocketsize Road Safety
Road Ready – Expect the Unexpected Quiz (KS2)
Please watch the video at https://www.think.gov.uk/resource/expect-theunexpected/

Now have a go at this Road Ready Quiz. One point per correct answer. 10
points is top marks!
1. What was the fruit presenter Sam Homewood used to show how you can
get seriously hurt if you run into the road and get hit by a car?
A) Honeydew melon

B) Cooking apple

C) Watermelon

2. What does running not give you time to do properly when you want to cross
the road?
A) Think

B) Stop, look, listen and think!

3. What did Sam say you should keep doing as
you walk across the road?
A) Keep your hands in your pockets B) Whistle
C) Keep looking (and listening) for traffic

4. What was Joe’s real name?
A) Bill

B) David

C) Sam

C) Stop, look and listen

5. When the bus left the stop, the road
became ‘clear’. What does a clear road
mean?
A)
B)
C)

Nice clean road
Mist and fog has gone
No traffic coming from all directions

6. It helps being patient when waiting to cross the road.
True or False?

7. What kind of pedestrian crossing did the girl with the phone use to cross the
road?
A) Puffin

B) Zebra

C) Pelican

You can try and draw the animal if you want!

8. At all pedestrian crossings you should always:
A) Check the time
B) Wear a stripy jumper
C) Check the traffic has stopped for you

9. Where did Sam ask the girl to put her phone before she crossed the road?
A) In her bag

B) in her pocket

C) in her sports bag

10. Instead of kicking the ball down the path, what did Sam advise the child
with the ball to do?
A) put the ball under his arm
under his arm

B) kick the ball into the park C) put the ball in a bag or

How did you do? How many points? Over 5 - great, more than 8 - amazing, 10 – brilliant!!!

Answers
1 A Watermelon
2 B Stop, Look, Listen and Think
3 C Keep looking for traffic
4 B David
5 C No traffic coming from all directions

6 True
7 B Zebra
8 A Check the traffic has stopped
9 B In her pocket (though bag would be fine too)
10 C) Put the ball in a bag or under his arm

